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NetSuite License Key Management - Ephox

Background: Ephox offers a suite of software that
assists their customers in managing the publication of
web content.
The products help enhance the
productivity and quality of website authoring and
management and are licensed by many leading web
content management vendors.
Ephox’s multiple
software offerings are license key activated based on a
number of time-of-purchase parameters.
Issue: Ephox uses multiple external applications for
the generation of license keys for activation of their
software. Each of these external systems generates a
key based on a series of inputs, stores that key within
its own database, and displays the key to the user.
This data resides outside NetSuite, meaning customer
support activities related to license keys require
potentially multiple logins to access multiple systems.
The consequence was that answering a simple
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question such as “what is my license key?” became an
arduous request.
Solution:
Explore Consulting worked with Ephox to develop an
automated solution within NetSuite to consolidate
these activities, and the associated data, into NetSuite
and with the appropriate customers. Explore
developed a License Key Request record in NetSuite,
through which the user requests a license key. The
Request record leverages a NetSuite Workflow for field
validation.
Based on the Key Type and Product
selected, the Workflow updates field settings realtime, setting required fields as mandatory. Once the
user submits the necessary information, a Suitelet
sends the request details to the appropriate key
generation web service outside NetSuite.
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The resulting license key information is
NetSuite, and used to create a license key
license key record is associated to both
and the customer, and the Request is
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Results:
The solution developed by Explore Consulting provided
Ephox with an automated method, within the NetSuite
application, to generate and store a license key for a

customer and product. Creation of a new key no
longer requires leaving NetSuite to log into one of
several external applications. Customer support can
easily find previously generated license keys in a
sublist view on the customer record, along with all the
details about the key, including the product type, key
type, and associated dates. Because of the flexible
design of the solution, additional external key
generation applications can be added over time within
the same paradigm, making the solution scalable and
flexible.
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